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Abstract
Explanations are pervasive in our lives. Mostly, they occur in dialogical form where an explainer discusses a concept
or phenomenon of interest with an explainee. Leaving the explainee with a clear understanding is not straightforward
due to the knowledge gap between the two participants. Previous research looked at the interaction of explanation
moves, dialogue acts, and topics in successful dialogues with expert explainers. However, daily-life explanations
often fail, raising the question of what makes a dialogue successful. In this work, we study explanation dialogues in
terms of the interactions between the explainer and explainee and how they correlate with the quality of explanations
in terms of a successful understanding on the explainee’s side. In particular, we first construct a corpus of 399
dialogues from the Reddit forum Explain Like I am Five and annotate it for interaction flows and explanation quality.
We then analyze the interaction flows, comparing them to those appearing in expert dialogues. Finally, we encode
the interaction flows using two language models that can handle long inputs, and we provide empirical evidence for
the effectiveness boost gained through the encoding in predicting the success of explanation dialogues.
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1. Introduction

Explanations play a significant role in our daily
life. Typically, they are realized through dialogues,
where one person is an explainer while the other
takes the explainee position. The explainer’s pri-
mary goal is to convey information about a par-
ticular concept or phenomenon to the explainee
clearly and concisely. However, ensuring that the
explainee understands an explanation successfully
is challenging: Effective explanations require more
than just information delivery. Expert explainers
usually plan an explanation strategy by choosing
appropriate explanation moves, dialogue acts, and
topics to ensure optimal comprehension on the ex-
plainee side (Wachsmuth and Alshomary, 2022).
Additionally, explainees may actively engage in
dialogues by asking clarification questions and pro-
viding feedback to ensure they understand the in-
formation correctly (Madumal et al., 2019).

Most previous research has studied monological
explanations (Fan et al., 2019; Situ et al., 2021),
where an explainer provides a single-turn expla-
nation, ignoring the role of the explainee in the
interaction. However, Rohlfing et al. (2021) em-
phasized that both participants construct real-life
explanations. While Madumal et al. (2019) and
Wachsmuth and Alshomary (2022) found insight-
ful interaction patterns in the dialogues between
explainers and explainees, it remains unstudied
what makes such dialogues successful. In daily
life, explanations may fail, depending on various
factors, including the level of expertise, communi-
cation style, and prior knowledge of the explainer

Explainee: Nice to know hydrogen peroxide is an option in the 

apocalypse

Explainee: you cant eat it neat - its produced in tiny quantities by bees 

in the honey. Just dont eat it from a bottle.

Explainer: No - you dont want to eat it by the spoonful but the quantity

 in honey is very small.

Explainee: But is the hydrogen peroxide inedible?

Explainee: Why doesn't honey expire?

Explainer: It contains hydrogen peroxide which helps kills any bacteria.

Also, sugar acts as a preservative. i.e. you preserve fruit in sugar. 

There is a water in honey - at a low level. Whether the honey is liquid or 

crystalline is down to the type of nectar that has been collected. 

The answer is basically Hydrogen Peroxide which is also why its a good 

wound dressing.
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Figure 1: Example explanation dialogue from the
ELI5 corpus introduced in this paper, annotated for
explanation moves, dialogue acts, and topics

and the explainee. Hence, building tools to assess
humans in constructing successful explanation dia-
logues is crucial.

In this work, we take a first substantial step to-
wards studying the quality of daily-life explanation
dialogues concerning the explainee’s understand-
ing. We hypothesize that the interactions in ex-
planation dialogues in terms of explanation moves,
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dialogue acts, and topics correlate with explanation
success. To study this hypothesis, we construct
the first corpus of daily-life explanation dialogues.
We then compare this corpus to existing expert ex-
planation dialogues (Wachsmuth and Alshomary,
2022), and we evaluate the effectiveness of pre-
trained language models in predicting the quality
of explanation dialogues.

In particular, the created corpus consists of 399
daily-life explanation dialogues from the Reddit fo-
rum “Explain Like I am Five (ELI5)”. One example
dialogue is shown in Figure 1. We annotate the
corpus for the explanation quality of each dialogue
as well as the interaction concepts of Wachsmuth
and Alshomary (2022) (Section 3). Given the cor-
pus, we analyze differences between daily-life and
expert explanations in terms of explanation moves,
dialogue acts, and topic relations. Matching intu-
ition, we find that disagreement arises more often
in daily life, reflecting the challenges an explainer
faces while explaining a topic (Section 4).

To operationalize our findings, we assess
whether a computational encoding of interaction
flows can aid pre-trained language models in
predicting the success of explanation dialogues.
Specifically, we consider two popular language
models on this task, namely Longformer (Beltagy
et al., 2020) and hierarchical attention transformers
(Chalkidis et al., 2022). As shown in Figure ??, we
augment their input with the interaction flow by pre-
fixing each turn with its explanation move, dialogue
act, and topic label. Our experiments show that
adding all turn labels into the input of the hierarchi-
cal attention transformers results in the best error
reduction on the task (Section 5).

To summarize, the main contributions of this pa-
per are the following:

• A corpus of daily-life explanation dialogues
annotated for interaction flow and quality

• Insights into the differences between daily-life
and expert explanation dialogues

• First computational approaches to the assess-
ment of explanation dialogues.

To foster future research, we make our corpus
and all code publicly available.1

2. Related Work

Explanations have long been rather neglected in
NLP research, but have recently gained more at-
tention due to the increasing importance of explain-
able AI, XAI in short (Danilevsky et al., 2020). For
XAI in general, Confalonieri et al. (2019) discussed
what make a good explanation, and Halliwell et al.

1Code and data can be found here https://github.com/
MiladAlshomary/explanation-quality-assessment

(2022) pointed out that assessing the quality of ex-
planations is as important as it is challenging due
to missing ground-truth information. The impact
of the audience of an explanation was noted by
Barredo Arrieta et al. (2020), which matches the
social science view on explanations.

In particular, Miller (2019) emphasized the social
aspects of explanations, arguing that explanation
success depends not only on the quality of what is
being said, but also on who is involved, the social
context, and what actually needs to be explained in
this context. Rohlfing et al. (2021) build on this view,
clarifying that explaining in an intrinsically dialogi-
cal process in which the participants co-construct
an explanation. They highlight the importance of
successful communication between the explainer
and explainee, which is a challenge that research
needs to address adequately.

Nevertheless, most NLP research so far focused
on one-way explanations ignoring the role of the ex-
plainee. In early work Jordan et al. (2006) analyzed
the explanations of learners, whereas Fontan and
Saint-Dizier (2008) modeled the discourse struc-
ture of monological explanations. Jansen et al.
(2016) modeled the required explanations on exam
answers, and Son et al. (2018) looked at causality
in explanations. Like us, Fan et al. (2019) con-
structed a corpus of question answers from the
Explain Like I am Five (ELI5) subreddit, an online
community that provides simple explanations for
questions asked by users. However, the instances
are single question-answer pairs. Situ et al. (2021)
proposed an approach to explain machine learning
models’ behavior by highlighting essential parts of
the input based on their contribution to the model’s
decision. Wiegreffe and Marasović (2021) gives an
overview of available datasets used in literature to
model explanation in the field of XAI. Our work fo-
cuses on analyzing daily-life explanation dialogues
rather than single-turn explanations.

Two related works have recently studied explana-
tion dialogues: Madumal et al. (2019) analyzed the
transcripts of 398 explanation dialogues in terms
of explainer and explainee interactions and pro-
posed an interaction protocol to model these in-
teractions. Wachsmuth and Alshomary (2022) col-
lected a dataset of 65 explanation dialogues be-
tween an expert and explainees of different exper-
tise levels. They proposed a taxonomy to model
explanation dialogues on three dimensions, dia-
logue acts, explanation moves, and topics. Similar
to these works, we also deal with explanation di-
alogues, but we aim to assess the explanation
quality of the dialogues computationally.

https://github.com/MiladAlshomary/explanation-quality-assessment
https://github.com/MiladAlshomary/explanation-quality-assessment
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Explainee: Nice to know hydrogen peroxide is an option in the 
apocalypse

Explainee: you cant eat it neat - its produced in tiny quantities by bees 
in the honey. Just dont eat it from a bottle.

Explainer: No - you dont want to eat it by the spoonful but the quantity
 in honey is very small.

Explainee: But is the hydrogen peroxide inedible?

Explainee: Why doesn't honey expire?

Explainer: It contains hydrogen peroxide which helps kills any bacteria.
Also, sugar acts as a preservative. i.e. you preserve fruit in sugar. 
There is a water in honey - at a low level. Whether the honey is liquid or 
crystalline is down to the type of nectar that has been collected. 
The answer is basically Hydrogen Peroxide which is also why its a good 
wound dressing.
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...

[1 - 5]

Figure 2: Our approach is to augment the input of language models with tokens reflecting the interaction
flow in terms of either the explanation moves, dialogue acts, topic, or all together. Here, it is shown for the
case of explanation moves.

3. Corpus Construction

This section introduces our procedure to acquire
our corpus from the “Explain Like I am Five (ELI-5)”
subreddit and to annotate it for our purposes.

3.1. Explanation Dialogue Acquisition

As mentioned in Section 2, most existing explana-
tion datasets target single-turn explanations and
are not in a dialogical form. Therefore, we curate
a new explanation dialogue corpus. Similar to Fan
et al. (2019), we use the "Explain Like I am Five
(ELI5)" subreddit; however, we collect multi-turn di-
alogues rather than single explanations. As exem-
plified in Figure 1, on ELI5, a user (the explainee)
posts a question about a particular topic request-
ing an easy-to-understand explanation. Others
(explainers), in turn, interact with the explainee
providing explanations. In some threads, these in-
teractions turn into dialogues where the explainee
elaborates their explanation need with questions
or feedback, while explainers respond with clarifi-
cations. Such threads are in our focus.

For acquisition, we used the Pushshift Reddit
API.2 We collected posts over a span of three years
(2019–2021), creating queries to extract the top
100 threads in terms of the number of comments
in each month. For each thread, we extracted
explanation dialogues as follows: We identified
the thread creator as the explainee. We then ex-
tracted the first-level comments that scored high
up-votes since they might consist of longer discus-
sions, and we identified their authors as explainers.
For each of these comments, we searched through
the nested comments to extract the alternating in-
teractions between the explainee and the explainer.
To obtain meaningful interactions, we selected only

2https://github.com/pushshift/api

threads with a minimum of six turns for the corpus.
This process resulted in 399 explanation dia-

logues, covering 204 questions that we consider to
be the topics of the dialogues. The dialogues have
a minimum of six turns, a maximum of 40, and an
average length of 8.7 turns. The corpus consists
of 3457 turns with an average of 64 tokens. We
call this corpus ELI5-dialogues.

3.2. Flow and Quality Annotation

In this work, we study what types of interactions
emerge in daily-life explanation dialogues and
whether certain interaction patterns correlate with
a dialogue’s quality in terms of a successful under-
standing by the explainee. Therefore, we annotate
our corpus with turn-level labels reflecting the inter-
action flow and quality scores on the dialogue level.
In the following, we first summarize definitions of
the annotation scheme we reused from previous
work, explain the new annotation of explanation
quality, and then describe the process we followed
to annotate our corpus accordingly.

3.2.1. Interaction Flow

We annotate the role of each turn in an explana-
tion dialogue following the annotation scheme of
Wachsmuth and Alshomary (2022). The authors of
this scheme proposed three aspects of interest to
model explanation dialogues: explanation moves,
dialogue acts, and topic relation. In the following,
we describe each dimension in detail.

Explanation Moves Wachsmuth and Alshomary
(2022) devised 10 explanation-specific moves that
appear in explanation dialogues: (e1) Test under-
standing, identifying whether the explainee under-
stood what has been explained (e2) Test prior

https://github.com/pushshift/api
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knowledge, checking the explainee’s level of ex-
pertise; (e3) Provide explanation, explaining any
concept or a topic; (e4) Request explanation, ask-
ing for an explanation (e5) Signal understanding
and (e6) Signal non-understanding to indicate that
what has been said is understood or not; (e7) Pro-
vide feedback, responding by correcting errors or
similar; (e8) Provide assessment, responding by
rephrasing previous utterance or giving a hint; (e9)
Provide extra information, providing additional in-
formation to foster a complete understanding; (e10)
Other, representing any other move.

Dialogue Acts As the authors, we also consid-
ered 10 dialogue acts from a standard taxonomy3

to represent the communicative functions of turns:
(d1) Check question, (d2) What/How question, (d3)
Other question, (d4) Confirming answer, (d5) Dis-
confirming answer, (d6) Other answer, (d7) Agree-
ing statement,(d8) Disagreeing statement, (d9) In-
forming statement, and (d10) Other.

Topic Relation Capturing the relation between
the turn-level and main topics can reveal differ-
ent dynamics of explanation dialogues (Garfinkel,
2009). Therefore, we follow Wachsmuth and Al-
shomary (2022) in annotating four types of relat-
edness: (t1) Main Topic, when the main topic is
discussed; (t2) Suptopic, representing a specific
aspect of the main topic (e.g., Music and Musical
Instruments); (t3) Related topic another topic that
is related to the main topic (e.g., Black holes and
Gravity); and (t4) No/Other topic, representing no
change in the topic from previous turns.

3.2.2. Explanation Quality

Several works have explored different quality di-
mensions of explanations, including trustworthi-
ness and informativeness (Barredo Arrieta et al.,
2020). However, in order to avoid imposing as-
sumptions about what makes an explanation dia-
logue successful, we follow a more straightforward
approach to give a holistic score for each dialogue
on a 5-point Likert scale, reflecting how satisfied
the explainee is with the provided explanation. A
score of 1 implies a fully failed explanation (no un-
derstanding visible), whereas a score of 5 means
that the explanation was fully satisfactory (under-
standing clearly visible). Scores in between reflect
different degrees of success in between.

3.2.3. Annotation Process

Specifically, we set up the 399 dialogues using
the label-studio annotation tool (Tkachenko et al.,

3Taxonomy of Dialogue Acts, https://dit.uvt.nl

Train Test

Turn Label # % # %

(t1) Main topic 1411 51.7 336 46.1
(t2) Subtopic 517 19 94 12.9
(t3) Related topic 346 12.7 130 17.8
(t4) No/Other topic 454 16.6 169 23.2

(e1) Test understanding 12 0.4 5 0.7
(e2) Test prior knowledge 13 0.5 4 0.5
(e3) Provide explanation 1012 37.1 244 33.5
(e4) Request explanation 823 30.2 217 29.8
(e5) Signal understanding 36 1.3 9 1.2
(e6) Signal non-underst. 85 3.1 23 3.2
(e7) Provide feedback 711 26.1 213 29.2
(e8) Provide assessment 14 0.5 4 0.5
(e9) Provide extra. Inf. 13 0.5 3 0.4
(e10) Other 9 0.3 7 1

(d1) Check question 113 4.1 32 4.4
(d2) What/How question 349 12.8 83 11.4
(d3) Other question 462 16.9 118 16.2
(d4) Confirming answer 87 3.2 29 4
(d5) Disconfirming answer 105 3.8 21 2.9
(d6) Other answer 252 9.2 70 9.6
(d7) Agreeing statement 192 7 79 10.8
(d8) Disagreeing statement 364 13.3 86 11.8
(d9) Informing statement 733 26.9 184 25.2
(d10) Other 71 2.6 27 3.7

Table 1: Turn label distribution in our corpus for the
training and testing splits.

2020-2022) and recruited annotators on the Up-
Work platform.4 We hired three content editors
who are native English speakers and had more
than 90% job success on the platform. The an-
notation task was to read the whole dialogue and
perform two-level annotations on the turn and dia-
logue levels. The annotators were asked to choose
an explanation move, a dialogue act, and a topic
for each turn and score the dialogue. Annotation
guidelines are provided in the supplementary ma-
terials. In terms of Fleiss’ κ, the annotators had an
agreement of 0.73 for explanation moves, 0.49 for
acts, and 0.43 for topic relation. While these values
partly reflect moderate agreement, they are still no-
tably better than those reported by Wachsmuth
and Alshomary (2022). For the quality scores, the
agreement was 0.61 in terms of ordinal Krippen-
dorff’s α. We consolidated the annotations using
MACE (Hovy et al., 2013) and split the corpus per
topic question into 154 topics for training and 50
for testing. Table 1 shows the frequency of each of
the annotated labels in the training and test splits.

4. Corpus Analysis

In the following, we give insights into the nature
of daily-life explanations by contrasting the corpus

4Upwork, https://www.upwork.com

https://dit.uvt.nl
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(c) Dialogue Act Distribution

(a) Explanation Move Distribution (b) Topic Relevance Distribution

(d)  Dialogue Rating Distribution

5-Levels 

ELI-5 Dialogues

Figure 3: Explanation moves, dialogue acts, and topics distributions in our corpus and the 5-Levels the
expert dialogues corpus of Wachsmuth and Alshomary (2022)

dialogues with the expert dialogues from the 5-
Levels corpus (Wachsmuth and Alshomary, 2022).

Turn Labels Figure 3a illustrates the distribution
of explanation moves in the two corpora. Similar
to the expert dialogues, the most frequent three
explanation moves in our corpus are provide expla-
nation (e3), request explanation (e4), and provide
feedback (e7), appearing in 36.3%, 30.1%, and
26.7% of the turns respectively. This is expected
since all dialogues in our corpus start with a ques-
tion that requests an explanation. In contrast, we
see that our corpus contains a higher percentage
of the move signal non-understanding (e6, 3.1%),
indicating the difficulty in achieving successful ex-
planation dialogues. Moreover, unlike the expert
dialogues, the daily-life dialogues contain few turns
in which the explainer tests the prior knowledge of
the explainee (e2, 0.5% compared to 7.2%), or test
their understanding (e1, 0.5% compared to 3.6%).

As highlighted in Figure 3c, the most frequent
dialogue act is informing statement (d09), as in the
5-Levels corpus. However, we can see in our cor-
pus fewer check questions (d1) and agreeing state-
ments (d7) compared to the expert dialogues, but
more of disagreeing statements (d8). We attribute
this to the fact that the explainer puts little effort
into checking the understanding of the explainee

— a move can be achieved by asking check ques-
tions. Besides, the controlled setup of the expert
dialogues of Wachsmuth and Alshomary (2022)
results in much agreement between the explainer
and the explainee, while in daily-life dialogues, dis-
agreement is more prominent.

As for the topic distribution Figure 3b, in our
corpus, the discussed topic in each turn is primarily
the main topic (50.5% of the turns) followed by the
subtopic (17.7%) and others (18.0%). In contrast,
related topics are much more discussed in expert
dialogues than subtopics.

Explanation Success Figure 3d presents the
quality score distribution of the dialogues. Our
data is rather balanced, with scores of 1 (24.8%)
and 5 (25.3%) being the most frequent. Moreover,
we analyze the correlation between turn labels (ex-
planation moves, dialogue acts, and topic related-
ness) and the quality scores. Table 2 shows the
frequency distribution of each turn label broken
down by the quality scores. Regarding dialogue
acts, labels such as disagreement statement, dis-
confirming answer, and what/how questions cor-
relate more with low-quality dialogues, while in-
forming and agreement statements correlate more
with high-quality dialogues. Unexpectedly, looking
at the explanation moves, we can see that test-
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Score Distribution

Explanation Moves Freq. 1 2 3 4 5

(E03) Provide Exp. 1256 22% 15% 25% 17% 21%
(E04) Ask Exp. 1040 25% 15% 22% 15% 23%
(E07) Prov. Feedback 924 40% 11% 13% 14% 22%
(E06) Sig. Non-Under. 108 53% 14% 14% 12% 7%
(E05) Sig. Under. 45 20% 13% 22% 13% 31%
(E08) Provide Assess. 18 72% 0% 22% 6% 0%
(E02) Test prior know. 17 59% 18% 18% 0% 6%
(E01) Test Underst. 17 53% 24% 6% 12% 6%
(E10) Other 16 31% 19% 31% 19% 0%
(E09) Extra. Info. 16 62% 25% 6% 0% 6%

Score Distribution

Dialogue Acts Freq. 1 2 3 4 5

(D09) Info. Statement 917 19% 12% 23% 18% 28%
(D03) Question 580 24% 13% 23% 15% 25%
(D08) Disagreement 450 59% 14% 18% 6% 2%
(D02) What/how Ques. 432 30% 17% 20% 15% 18%
(D06) Answer 322 31% 18% 11% 18% 22%
(D07) Agreement 271 17% 7% 18% 22% 35%
(D01) Check Question 145 32% 18% 21% 14% 15%
(D05) Disconfirm. 126 39% 16% 25% 11% 10%
(D04) Confirm. 116 28% 13% 16% 17% 25%
(D10) Other 98 37% 13% 15% 15% 19%

Table 2: The frequency of explanation moves (left) and dialogue acts (right) in our dataset broken into
each of the explanation quality levels [1-5]. Highlighted in bold values that distinguish the presence of
these moves in high quality dialogues compared to low quality ones.

Score Distribution

Dialogue Act Flow Freq. 1 2 3 4 5

1 Ask, Inform, Ask, Inform, Ask, Inform 14 7.00% 0% 7.00% 36.00% 50.00%
2 Ask, Inform, Ask, Inform, Ask, Inform, Ask, Inform 6 0% 33.00% 67.00% 0% 0%
3 Ask, Inform, Ask, Inform, Ask, Inform, Agree 5 20.00% 20.00% 0% 40.00% 20.00%
4 Ask, Inform, Inform, Inform, Disagree, Inform, Disagree 2 100.00% 0% 0% 0% 0%
5 Ask, Inform, Agree, Inform, Answer, Inform, Answer 2 0% 0% 0% 100.00% 0%

Table 3: The most frequent dialogue act flows in our dataset broken into their frequency in each of the
explanation quality levels [1-5]. Highlighted in bold values that distinguish the presence of these flows in
high quality dialogues compared to low quality ones.

ing prior knowledge, providing assessment, and
testing understanding appear most in low-quality
dialogues. This could be because explainers only
use these moves after failing to provide a good
explanation. However, as expected, moves like sig-
naling understanding and non-understanding corre-
late with high and low-quality dialogue, respectively.
We further look at different turn-label sequences
in our dialogues and their frequencies concerning
different quality levels. In terms of dialogue acts, as
shown in Table 3, successful dialogues are those
of three rounds of asking questions and providing
informing statements (flows #1 and #3) and ending
with an agreeing statement, while longer interac-
tions indicate lower quality, especially if ended with
disagreeing statement (flows #2 and #4).

5. Automatic Assessment of
Explanation Dialogue Quality

This section presents our study of the automatic
assessment of explanation dialogue quality. We
investigate whether augmenting the input of lan-
guage models with interaction flow (encoded via
special tokens) can boost their effectiveness.

5.1. Experiment Setup

Task Definition Give an explanation dialogue of
n turns between an explainer and explainee, d =
[τ1, τ2, · · · , τn], the task is to predict a score S ∈
[1 · · · 5] reflecting the dialogue quality (in our data,
n ≥ 6). Each turn τi is composed of a sequence
of m tokens, τi = (w1, w2, · · ·wm), and has a set
of three labels; the explanation act ei, the dialogue
act di, and the topic label ti.

Models and Baselines We evaluate two recent
pre-trained language models that allow processing
long sequences of texts, the LongFormer (Beltagy
et al., 2020) and the Hierarchical Attention Trans-
former (HAT) (Nawrot et al., 2022). To model the
interactive nature of dialogues as shown in Fig-
ure 2, we add prefix tokens for each turn τi, repre-
senting the speaker’s role (explainer or explainee)
and the turn’s interactive role represented as ei, di,
or ti or all together. We then concatenate all the
turns’ tokens as a single sequence representing
the final input to the models. We compare the ef-
fectiveness of the two language models for every
setting with and without the different turn labels.
We also consider the average baseline that always
predicts the average score from the training set.
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Training Explanation Moves Dialogue Acts Topics

# Model Data ELI-5 5-Levels Overall ELI-5 5-Levels Overall ELI-5 5-Levels Overall

1 BERT ELI-5 0.30 0.25 0.27 0.34 0.32 0.38 0.35 0.41 0.41
2 5-Levels 0.16 0.39 0.32 0.14 0.44 0.30 0.22 0.47 0.40
3 Both 0.29 0.38 0.39 0.37 0.46 0.47 0.35 0.48 0.46

4 BERT-Seq ELI-5 0.33 0.21 0.23 0.35 0.30 0.36 0.33 0.36 0.37
5 5-Levels 0.16 0.38 0.31 0.13 0.43 0.30 0.32 0.48 0.44
6 Both 0.36 0.37 0.37 0.37 0.46 0.47 0.35 0.49 0.47

7 RoBERTa ELI-5 0.35 0.21 0.26 0.39 0.28 0.39 0.38 0.40 0.42
8 5-Levels 0.18 0.39 0.33 0.16 0.44 0.32 0.29 0.54 0.44
9 Both 0.35 0.35 0.39 0.39 0.48 0.48 0.40 0.53 0.50

10 RoBERTa-Seq ELI-5 0.39 0.20 0.24 0.38 0.27 0.36 0.34 0.31 0.36
11 5-Levels 0.17 0.34 0.27 0.16 0.43 0.31 0.29 0.53 0.42
12 Both 0.34 0.38 0.38 0.40 0.47 0.49 0.35 0.54 0.49

Table 4: The macro F1-score of the four evaluated models on the turn-level prediction of explanation
moves, dialogue acts, and topics in 5-fold cross validation. The best score overall for each dataset is
highlighted in bold.

Measures For evaluation, we compute the root
mean squared error and the mean absolute error.

Predicting Turn Labels In practice, turn labels
are not automatically available at inference time
but must be predicted. Therefore, we also study
the task of turn label prediction and test the per-
formance of the trained quality models when the
input contains ground-truth labels versus predicted
labels. Since predicting turn labels is not the main
focus of this paper, we retrain models available in
previous work and focus on studying the general-
ization of these models across domains.

In particular, we experiment with the models
BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) and BERT-seq of
Wachsmuth and Alshomary (2022). The former
simply uses BERT to predict the label from the
text of a single turn, while the latter utilizes a CRF
layer to model dependencies between the turn la-
bels. Moreover, we also tested RoBERTa (Liu et al.,
2019) as a backbone model, resulting in another
two models, RoBERTa and RoBERTa-seq. We
perform 5-fold cross-validation for each of the four
models on each of the three data sources: ELI-5,
5-Levels, and overall. This results in 12 models
that we report their results in terms of average
F1-score across all labels of the respective task.

5.2. Results

Predicting Turn Labels Table 4 presents the
results of predicting explanation moves, dialogue
acts, and topics, broken into the corresponding per-
formance on the two datasets and overall. In all
cases, models trained on both datasets performed
best (Overall column), indicating the benefit of col-
lecting heterogeneous datasets that cover multiple

domains for the task. As for domain generalization
across the two datasets (training on one dataset
and evaluating on the other), BERT model general-
ized best from the ELI-5 dialogues to the 5-Levels
dataset in all cases. For example, when predicting
dialogue acts, among all models trained on ELI-5
Dialogues and evaluated on the 5-Levels dataset
(#1, #4, #7, and #10 rows), it achieves the best
F1-score of 0.32. Moreover, we can also notice
that all models were better in generalizing from the
ELI-5 Dialogues dataset to the 5-Levels dataset
compared to the other way around (comparing #1,
#4, #7, and #10 rows to #2, #5, #8, and #11 re-
spectively). These results are not comparable to
the results of Wachsmuth and Alshomary (2022)
because we perform five-fold validation in our ex-
periments compared to their 13-fold validation.

On the ELI-5 Dialogues dataset, Roberta-seq
achieved the best results in predicting the explana-
tion moves (when trained on the same dataset) and
dialogue acts (when trained on both datasets), re-
sulting in an F1-score of 0.39 and 0.40 respectively.
In predicting topic relation, RoBERTa achieved
the highest F1-score of 0.4 when trained on both
datasets. Therefore, we use these models to pre-
dict the turn labels in the following experiment.

Predicting Explanation Quality To obtain reli-
able results for each of the evaluated models (Long-
Former and HatFormer with different augmented
inputs), we performed 10-fold cross-validation on
the training split and evaluated an ensemble of
the ten trained models on the test split. We
started fine-tuning from the allenai/longformer-
base-4096 and kiddothe2b/adhoc-hierarchical-
transformer-base-4096 checkpoints and selected
the best checkpoint after training for 20 epochs.
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Dialogue #1 Rating: 4

Explainee: Why are there not many "flamboyant"
heterosexual males?
Request Explanation Other Question Main Topic

Explainer: I think a lot of the flamboyance is ac-
tually an act, albeit an unintentional one. It’s a lot
about fitting in with the culture. I know a handful of
“straight” guys who were “turned” by my gay friends
and in a year these previously straight-acting men
are the gayest of the bunch.
Provide Explanation Informing

Statement
Main Topic

Explainee: Thank you for not attacking my ques-
tion and seeing it for the curiosity it is. I do believe
culture and fitting in does play a large role here.
But I haven’t run into any flamboyant heterosexual
males.
Provide Feedback Agreeing

Statement
Main Topic

Explainer: I guess we’d have to look at straight
males that were raised by really flamboyant parents
and see how they turned out.
Provide Feedback Agreeing

Statement
Main Topic

Explainee: I dont know if that would be consid-
ered cruel and unusual if done purposefully. But
undoubtedly there should be 2 flamboyant men that
could care for a child better than at least some
heterosexual couples.
Provide Explanation Informing

Statement
Main Topic

Explainer: Yea we’ll have to do these experiments
underground
Provide Feedback Agreeing

Statement
Main Topic

Dialogue #2 Rating: 2

Explainee: how we extract meaning from the lan-
guage we read? Do we link words to pictures in our
mind?
Request Explanation How Question Main Topic

Explainer: Your brain stores knowledge more as
abstract concepts. The word links to that concept,
and the image links to that concept. See a cat and
your brain identifies it as a cat then gives you the
thought "that’s a cat". See the word cat and your
brain identifies the meaning of a cat and then gives
you the image of a cat in your imagination. These
concepts are stored without the use of either word
or image, but are linked to the separate storages
of the words and images, so those systems usually
fire together. This is also how you can know what
you want to say but not quite recall the word for it -
your brain has accessed the abstract concept, but
has misplaced the link between it and the word for
it.
Provide Explanation Informing

Statement
Main Topic

Explainee: surely the image is the concept? I am
sure for certain, attributes of an object are linked to
the image rather than its name. Like you can know
what to do with a pair of scissors even if you don’t
know their name in english.
Provide Explanation Confirming Answer Subtopic

Explainer: Nope. In fact, there are people who
have literally no ability to form a mental image at all,
and yet who still have normal ability to understand
what things mean.
Provide Explanation Disagreeing State-

ment
Suptopic

Explainee: how so, please explain?
Request Explanation How Question Other

Explainer: It’s not yet known exactly what causes
this, we only know that people like this exist.
Provide Feedback Disconfirming An-

swer
Other

Table 5: Two example dialogues from our dataset that were rated with a high score of 4 (#1) and a low
score of 2 (#2) by the annotators.

Table 6 shows the quality assessment results
for the baseline and the two models with different
augmented inputs, given either ground truth or pre-
dicted turn labels. Compared to the average base-
line, the plain models reduce the RMSE by 0.18
and 0.26, respectively (1.60 as opposed to 1.42
and 1.34), indicating the applicability of modeling
this task automatically. Encoding ground-truth in-
teraction flows in terms of dialogue acts resulted in
a further reduction of 0.13 and 0.03 RMSE for the
HatFormer and Longformer, respectively. When
evaluating the models on predicted turn labels, the
turn label prediction errors propagate to the effec-
tiveness in predicting quality scores. Nevertheless,
we are still able to maintain error reduction better

than the baseline. In the case of the HatFormer,
the lowest RMSE and MAE are 1.28 and 1.05, re-
sulting from encoding all turn labels into the input.
For the LongFormer, encoding only the dialogue
act into the input maintains the best results. In
practice, Using the HatFormer with all turn labels
encoded in the input (HatFormer w/ALL) gives the
best error reduction on the task with an RMSE of
1.28 and MAE of 1.05.

Early Prediction As a follow-up analysis, we
study the automatic quality prediction at an early
stage (first few turns). From a practical viewpoint,
this could be used to give the explainer insights
into how the dialogue might end up so they can
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Ground Truth Predictions

Approach RMSE MAE RMSE MAE

Average Baseline 1.60 1.42 1.60 1.42

HatFormer 1.42 1.17 1.42 1.17
w/ Dialogue Act 1.29 ⋆1.05 1.31 1.09
w/ Expl. Move 1.41 1.21 1.43 1.22
w/ Topic 1.41 1.20 1.41 1.20
w/ ALL 1.30 1.05 1.28 1.05

LongFormer 1.34 1.13 1.34 1.13
w/ Dialogue Act 1.31 1.05 1.32 1.06
w/ Expl. Move 1.31 1.05 1.32 1.09
w/ Topic 1.35 1.15 1.34 1.14
w/ ALL 1.32 1.08 1.34 1.10

Table 6: Explanation quality results: Root mean
squared error (RMSE) and mean absolute error
(MAE) of the two models with different augmented
inputs, and of the average baseline for two scenar-
ios: In ground truth, quality is prediced based on
ground-truth turn labels. In predictions, the turn
labels are predicted with the developed methods.
Highlighted in bold are best scores. ⋆ indicates
statistical significance with 95% confidence.

HatFormer

HatFormer w/ Expl. Moves

HatFormer w/ Dialogue Acts

HatFormer w/ Topics

HatFormer w/ ALL

R
M

S
E

Percentage of Dialogue Input

Figure 4: The root mean squared error (RSME)
of all models for early predictions of explanation
quality, that is, when the input to the models is only
a defined initial percentage (10%, . . ., 100%) of the
full explanation dialogue.

adjust their strategies accordingly and successfully
deliver an explanation. Therefore, we evaluate the
effectiveness of the HatFormer variations in terms
of RMSE, when the input is only the first k turns
that form 10%, 20%, · · ·, 100% of the entire dia-
logue (rounded). Figure 4 illustrates the results.
Expectedly, the RMSE of all the models decreases
with increasing the dialogue portion taken as an
input. Encoding turn labels into the HatFormer
results in a reduction of the RMSE for all tested di-
alogue proportions. Overall, we observe that at the
70% mark, the HatFormer w/ Dialogue Acts and
HatFormer w/ ALL already achieved good results.

Qualitative Analysis Table 5 show two exam-
ple dialogues. Dialogue #1 was rated four as a
high-quality explanation dialogue, while Dialogue
#2 was rated with a score of two, reflecting low-
quality dialogue. We can observe that a successful
explanation dialogue contains a pattern of request-
ing and providing explanations and feedback with
agreeing statements. However, a low-quality dia-
logue consists of a sequence of providing explana-
tions without feedback along with disagreeing state-
ments. Moreover, we predict the quality scores
of these dialogues using the HatFormer baseline
and HatFormer w/ Dialogue Act. For Dialogue #1,
the baseline predicted a score of 0.57, while our
model generated a score of 4.02, which is closer
to the ground truth. We think focusing only on the
dialogue content is insufficient to infer its quality.
Explanation-level interactions can give the model
better signals that help predict accurate scores.

6. Conclusion

We studied real-life explanation dialogues and how
to assess their success. To this end, we con-
structed a dataset of real-life explanation dialogues
from the Explain Like I am Five Subreddit. We an-
notated it according to the explanation taxonomy
of Wachsmuth and Alshomary (2022) and rated
the quality of these dialogues in terms of the ex-
plainee’s understanding. Our analysis provides in-
sights into the difference between these dialogues
and expert explanation dialogues. We then as-
sessed the performance of pre-trained language
models in predicting the quality of explanation dia-
logues and found that encoding specific interaction
flows into their input boosts effectiveness.

In quantifying the explanation dialogue quality,
we relied on the annotators’ intuition of guessing
the explainee’s understanding. Although this might
be a good proxy, it does not sometimes reflect
the real understanding of the explainee. Moreover,
in encoding dialogue interactions, better methods
could be explored in the future, such as LSTMs,
Transformer-based models, or via prompting large
language models LLMs.
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Score Distribution

Explanation Move Flow Freq. 1 2 3 4 5

1 Req., Explain, Req., Explain, Req., Explain, 17 6% 0% 12% 41% 41%
2 Req., Explain, Req., Explain, Feedback, Feedback 9 11% 0% 33% 0% 56%
3 Req., Explain, Req., Explain, Req., Explain, Req., Explain, 8 0% 25% 62% 0% 12%
4 Req., Explain, Feedback, Feedback, Feedback, Feedback 5 20% 20% 20% 0% 40%
5 Req., Explain, Req., Explain, Feedback, Explain, Feedback 4 0% 50% 0% 25% 25%
6 Req., Feedback, Feedback, Feedback, Feedback, Feedback 3 67% 0% 0% 0% 33%

Table 7: The most frequent explanation move flows in our dataset broken into their frequency in each of
the explanation quality levels [1-5]. Highlighted in bold values that distinguish the presence of these flows
in high quality dialogues compared to low quality ones.

Score Distribution

Topic Relation Flow Freq. 1 2 3 4 5

1 Main, Main, Main, Main, Main, Main 62 11.00% 13.00% 13.00% 18.00% 45.00%
2 Main, Main, Main, Main, Main, Main, Main 12 42.00% 8.00% 8.00% 42.00% 0%
3 Main, Other, Other, Other, Other, Other, Other 9 56.00% 11.00% 22.00% 11.00% 0%
4 Main, Other, Other, Other, Other, Other 7 100.00% 0% 0% 0% 0%
5 Main, Suptopic, Suptopic, Suptopic, Suptopic, Suptopic 7 14.00% 14.00% 29.00% 29.00% 14.00%

Table 8: The most frequent topic relation flows in our dataset broken into their frequency in each of the
explanation quality levels [1-5]. Highlighted in bold values that distinguish the presence of these flows in
high quality dialogues compared to low quality ones.

Score Distribution

Topic Relation Freq. 1 2 3 4 5

(T01) Main Topic 1747 26% 14% 18% 16% 26%
(T04) No topic 623 47% 11% 12% 11% 19%
(T02) Subtopic 611 25% 18% 31% 16% 10%
(T03) Related Topic 476 25% 12% 24% 19% 20%

Table 9: The frequency of topic relation labels in
our dataset broken into each of the explanation
quality levels [1-5]. Highlighted in bold values that
distinguish the presence of these moves in high
quality dialogues compared to low quality ones.
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